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We find it most interesting in the report of Johnson et al. (1) that Staphylococcus saprophyticus strains, which comprised the second most frequent representative of their collection of coagulase-negative staphylococci (CoNS), were included in all up-front calculations of the performance of the Vitek GP67 cefoxitin/oxacillin screen for the detection of methicillin-resistant CoNS (see the abstract and Tables 1 and 2 in reference 1). This is despite the specific limitation taken by bioMérieux for this species with the cefoxitin screen test. Johnson et al. eventually provide corrected calculations excluding S. saprophyticus in the last paragraph of the results section, and indeed they note this limitation in Materials and Methods. From the standpoint of the reader, this presentation of data is somewhat misleading. Further, the statement in the initial paragraph of the discussion section stating that the Vitek cefoxitin screen does not meet FDA requirements is perplexing – especially considering that the reference standard required for the regulatory submission to the FDA was the cefoxitin disk test and not PCR for mecA. In fact, the submission data did meet FDA guidelines for performance using CoNS (201 challenge and clinical isolates, 11 species, three sites). From these data, it was recognized that this test tended to call more S. saprophyticus isolates resistant than did the cefoxitin disk reference method. Therefore, a limitation for S. saprophyticus was taken for the product, and customers were instructed to test all cefoxitin screen-positive S. saprophyticus strains with an alternate method before reporting.

We appreciate that different strain collections from various geographic locations will likely generate variable results. However, it is difficult to draw comparisons from two disparate studies and conclude that the product does not meet FDA requirements, particularly when the comparison is to a different reference method.
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